
For use in System 10  ....... The Model 10BDR64 is a “B-sized” The purpose of this unique microprocessor-basedcard is 
to make, store, and selectively output digital recordings of numerical and logic data acquired by a System 10 “B-sized” 
mainframe. The History Card is extremely useful when youneed sequential recording of one or more data sets at a rate too fast 
for a computer or other datareceiving device, or the accumulation of data which is collected at a rate too slow to warrant tying 
up valuable computer time for its communication. Through simple mnemonic commands, you can instruct each of the History 
Card’s four independent RAM recorders to automatically record a predefined list of randomly selected data channels and 
logic bits. Recording can be made to occur at preset time intervals—from 10 milliseconds to 24 hours—or can be triggered 
by a specific combination of system logic, limit, and/or time-interval conditions. Similar conditions can also be specified for 
halting and restarting each recorder. With the CLK = ON command in effect1, recording of data by the History Card can be 
synchronized with the data sampling rate. The outputting of recorded data to an external computer, printer, or display—via either 
the mainframe’s Computer Interface Port or an “Auxiliary” Computer Interface Port supplied by a “10BACI” card—can occur in 
either of two ways:

1. You can “empty” all or part of the data recordings made by one of the four recorders since it was last interrogated; or

2. You can initiate a “history dump,” which is a transmission of a selected range of recordings made, if desired, both before and
after the occurrence of a halt-triggering condition.

“Emptying” of a recorder can be done while recording is in process, and lets you learn what has happened since the last 
such interrogation. “History dumping,” on the other hand, is generally done after recording has stopped. It creates, in effect, 
an expandable “history window,” letting you review the “data history” associated with, say, a critical limit violation or process 
shutdown. Specified regions of a recorder’s history memory can, however, be “dumped” at any time. Such “dumping” is 
not affected by any previous “emptying” of the recorder. Through the OUTPUT IMAGE (IMA) command, you can select the 
variables you want to appear in a recorder’s output (such as time, date, serial number, etc.), and the order in which these 
variables are to be transmitted.

The History Card’s versatile playback function makes available for direct interrogation, monitoring, or video display all of the 
readings recorded for a given system data channel that are currently in history memory. Thus, you can play back as a live data 
channel the data last recorded for any given system channel or the data recorded for that channel at a specified time in the 
past. You can easily arrange for simultaneous video display, on the same CRT page, of a set of “playback channels” and of the 
corresponding “live” data values. When the History Card is accompanied by a Model 10BSPC384 High Density History SPC 
Option Card, special “statistical” playback functions allow the system to perform independent, “on-line” Statistical Process 
Control (SPC). When used in “front-end” applications, the mainframe can even be disconnected from the host computer 
during the production process, while it continues to collect, display, store, classify, and analyze all measurement data. Through 
a special “time search” function, it is possible to quickly review the values recorded by a given 10BDR64 recorder for one or a 
set of data channels over a specific period of time. You can also “replay” all data for a given recorder’s “nonstatistical” playback 
channels, from the “oldest” to  “newest,” using a variable time scale.
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This permits “slow motion” playback of all data recorded during a fast event, or a fast review of all data recorded for a test or process of 
long duration. The History Card’s normal capacity is 32000 scaled data readings. The portion of this total “history memory” that will be 
allocated to each of the card’s four RAM recorders is dependent on the size of that recorder’s specified “list” of variables to be included in 
each “frame” of recorded data, multiplied by the specified “depth” of the recorder (the total number of “frames” to be recorded). When you 
require history memory beyond 32K readings, you may install the Model 10BHDM384 High Density History Memory Card (see below).* 
You can easily arrange for the history memory to be either VOLATILE or NONVOLATILE. When volatile mode is in effect, all data recordings 
will be automatically and “truly” erased every time the History Card is powered up. When nonvolatile mode is in effect, only the batterybacked 
history memory residing on an optional 10BHDM384 Memory Card* is available for storage of history recordings.** Front-edge LED status 
indicators tell you when the History Card is in setup mode, when the current total history memory is insufficient for the present recorder 
configuration, when each of the card’s recorders first begins recording, or when recording stops because a halt-triggering condition has 
occurred or the recorder’s memory has been cleared.

Model 10BHDM384 High Density History Memory Option Card
The function of the 10BHDM384 is to provide a total volatile “history” memory of 416K readings, or a total nonvolatile memory of 384K 
readings.1,2 When you use the 10BHDM384 simply to extend the RAM memory of your system’s History Card, the History Card’s original 
32K scaled readings—plus the 384K additional readings stored on the 10BHDM384 Card—will remain volatile, and will thus be lost upon 
loss of system primary power. When, however, you use 10BHDM384 to furnish battery backup for the entire system history memory, then 
the History Card’s original 32K memory is no longer available to the system. In this case, you must apply a NONVOLATILE HISTORY (NVH) 
command, whereupon all current history memory will be completely cleared, and all subsequent data recordings will be stored in nonvolatile 
memory on the 10BHDM384 Card only. Installation of the Model 10BHDM384 requires a special “history backplane” within the mainframe.

Model 10BSPC384 High Density History SPC Option Card
The principal function of this card is to perform statistical analysis of “historical” data recorded by the system’s Model 10BDR64 History 
Card.3 Enhancing the History Card’s basic “playback” capabilities, while relieving the system Central Processor of the required computational 
tasks, it is an important tool for on-line Statistical Process Control (SPC). With the 10BSPC384, you can play back the lowest and highest 
values recorded for a given data channel since a given recording in the past (up to 10,000 recordings “ago”), and the continuous average 
value for the data reported by the channel over the same time period. Statistical playbacks also include “industry standard” functions such 
as X-BAR and RANGE, automatically calculated for a given data channel over successive “sampling” periods, each of which consists of 
a fixed number of data recordings (from 1 through 25). Thus, you can set up channels to read and/or display the average value (“X-BAR”) 
experienced by a given data channel over the last complete sampling period, or the absolute value of the difference between the highest 
and lowest values (i.e., the “RANGE”) experienced by the channel over that period. The 10BSPC384 also provides the function of a 
Model 10BHDM384 High Density History Memory Option Card, allowing storage of up to 384K volatile data readings in addition to those 
of the system History Card, or allowing conversion to a total nonvolatile history memory of up to 384K readings. Installation of the Model 
10BSPC384 requires a special “history backplane” within the mainframe. 

1 The Model 10BSPC384 also provides for an additional battery-backed history memory of up to 384K scaled readings. Note that a 
complete set of data records will typically take more than one “reading,” depending on the number of channels and bit groups in the set and 
also the inclusion of system DATE in the output.

2 The 10BHDM384 replaces the Models 10BHM128, 10BHM256, and 10BHM384 with a single high-density memory card.

3 The 10BSPC384 replaces the Model 10BSPC, which provided storage for only 128K recorded data readings.
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